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rev•o•lu•tion (rev’loō sh n) n. a sweeping and momentous change

PREVENTION AT NSAC AND
TAASA’S STATE CONFERENCE
TIM LOVE

Efforts to address sexual violence require a multi-pronged approach. It is such a pervasive
issue that we must continue to increase our advocacy with and for, and our services to,
survivors of sexual assault. With so much violence happening, we must continue to
address the fallout from that violence. It is equally critical that we commit time, energy,
and resources to preventing sexual violence before it happens. The working definition
of primary prevention of sexual violence used by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) is as follows:
“Our working definition of sexual violence prevention for the [Rape Prevention
Education] RPE program is population-based or environmental and system-level
strategies, policies, and actions that prevent sexual violence from initially occurring.
Such prevention efforts work to modify or entirely eliminate the events, conditions,
situations, or exposure to influences (risk factors) that result in the initiation of sexual
violence and associated injuries, disabilities, and deaths. Additionally, sexual violence
prevention efforts address perpetration, victimization, and bystander attitudes and
behaviors, and seek to identify and enhance protective factors that impede the initiation
of sexual violence in at-risk populations and in the community.”1
1. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Sexual violence prevention: beginning the dialogue. Atlanta,

11

From Courageous Conversation to
Critical Action

GA: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; 2004.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR UPDATE

This is my last update before the National Sexual
Assault Conference (NSAC) in June so you
know where a lot of physical and mental
energy has been going most recently. So let
me begin with things that aren’t related to
NSAC so they aren’t lost in the shuffle. Many
of our staff are particularly busy with the current
legislative session and the busy spring training season. Our state
legislative session has been going relatively smoothly. We are
indeed fortunate to have many strong supporters on both sides of
the aisle. I want to acknowledge the phenomenal job our Policy
Director, Chris Kaiser has done for us. Chris and his incredible
team have done an amazing job especially with a heavy workload
and scant resources. We remain optimistic about the fate of our
legislative agenda and appreciate the active involvement of so
many stakeholders.

forward to this time specifically tailored for our member needs.
A devoted UPSAT track is woven into the NSAC conference
schedule and will also result in an extra half day of workshops than
is traditionally offered at UPSAT.
I won’t go into great detail about NSAC because after-all this
entire issue of the newsletter is devoted to his event. In a nutshell,
the conference will take place in an impressive facility, will offer
15 simultaneous workshops by nationally-respected presenters,
includes dynamic, interesting, and skilled keynotes that will both
challenge and motivate you. Throw in an extremely talented band,
great vendors, and numerous opportunities for networking and
affinity group meetings and you have a party with purpose! Can
you tell we are excited??

This newsletter is chocked full of interesting facts about what
NSAC has to offer. To those who aren’t yet registered I hope it
Spring is truly our heavy training season. Every year March motivates you to immediately sign up. And for those of you already
through May generally signals our training team is on the road committed to attending I feel certain it will increase your interest
more often than naught. Many of these trainings are large multi- and excitement about the conference. Either way, I’m looking
disciplinary, multi-day events that specific communities have forward to seeing you in June. And in the interim, you know how
scheduled year after year. The focus has evolved over the years but to reach us.
the demand has remained constant. We look forward to continuing
our regional presence and building upon these opportunities. Happy Spring!
Additionally, we are pleased to offer a robust webinar schedule to
supplement these in-person workshops. If you have a request for a
webinar not yet offered please let us know and we will do our best
to accommodate your needs.
This year, for the sake of expediency and convenience for our
members we have folded in our statewide annual meeting and
awards, our Prevention Institute, and the University Police Sexual
Assault Training (UPSAT) into or immediately preceding NSAC.
It does make for a very full week but makes things infinitely easier
for staff and stakeholders alike. The statewide bonus day is on June
6th and includes a great Opening Session with the survivors and
producers of our newest public awareness campaign. This will be
followed by our annual membership meeting, an awards luncheon,
and separate plenary sessions for preventioneers and other
program staff. We have secured great plenary speakers and look
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Essentially, the primary prevention of sexual violence involves
changing the conditions in communities that make sexual violence
more likely to happen and shifting social norms to support healthy
and thriving individuals and communities.
We are excited about the entire lineup of prevention-focused
events at the 2017 National Sexual Assault Conference (NSAC),
TAASA’s State Conference, and other events during that same
week, all hosted at the Hilton Anatole in Dallas. Below is a brief
description of these prevention-focused events.

Keynote Speakers
The theme of prevention at NSAC 2017 will start with the opening
plenary and then continue right through the many preventionrelated workshops. Keynote speakers Juliet Hooker, Ph.D. and
Amita Swadhim will get things started with the following keynote
addresses.

and engaging transgender women in prevention work, to name a
few. Other workshops provide strategies for evaluating prevention
programming at every level, including program evaluation and
evaluating coalitions and partnerships. Still, other workshops
will share specific approaches to prevention work (e.g.: healthy
sexuality education), methods for building youth leadership
around prevention education, and assessing organizational
readiness to engage in prevention efforts. Attendees will find
multiple workshops facilitated by talented and innovative
prevention workers and consultants during each workshop
timeslot. TAASA is especially excited that one of our staff – Maya
Pilgrim - and two of Texas’ own prevention workers – Madison
Jackson and Ali Sundal from the Turning Point in Plano – were
chosen to present workshops as a part of the CDC-sponsored
prevention track. A full list of the CDC-sponsored prevention
track workshops is below.
Perpetration Data: How It Can Inform Your Sexual Violence

In a keynote address titled Carolyn Bryant, Emmett Till, and the
Raced and Gendered Politics of Sexual Assault, Juliet Hooker,
Ph.D. will discuss the intersectionality between race and gender
when it comes to the issue of sexual violence and how we support
women of color survivors of sexual assault.

Prevention Efforts
Let’s Do It Together! Creating logic models using
collaborative, participatory, and empowerment approaches
Messaging About Alcohol and Sex: Having the Courageous

Mirror Memoirs Founder and survivor-activist Amita Swadhin
will outline a vision of movement building that is intersectional,
intergenerational, and aligned with a commitment to end not only
sexual violence but also all forms of institutional and interpersonal
oppression in a keynote titled Strategies for Movement Building.

Conversation and Moving to Critical Action
Barbershop Safety Network: Buzz for Safety – Engaging
Barbers in Preventing Sexual Violence
Parents for Prevention: Raising a Sexually Healthy

CDC Sponsored Prevention Track - NSAC
Each year, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
through a grant to the National Sexual Violence Resource Center
(NSVRC), sponsors a track of workshops focused on the primary
prevention of sexual violence at the National Sexual Assault
Conference (NSAC). For NSAC 2017, the CDC has sponsored
20 exciting workshops facilitated by presenters from across the
country in an effort to provide the support, knowledge, and skills
that prevention workers need to implement effective prevention
programming.

Generation
Experiences Developing Community-Based Violence
Prevention Programs for Youth of Color
Teaching Youth-Serving Professionals to Deliver TraumaInformed Healthy Sexuality Education: A Collaborative
Project of NCCASA and SHIFT NC
Staying Relevant While Staying the Course: How to take
action for a changing community context while achieving

Some of these workshops share promising approaches to
implementing prevention programming in specific marginalized
communities. These include working through barbershops to
engage men of color, developing prevention curricula for work
with youth of color, prevention work in indigenous communities,

long term prevention goals
Partners in Prevention: Engaging and Evaluating Coalitions

[ CONTINUED FROM COVER ]
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Assessing Organizational Readiness for Sexual Violence

Having the Real Conversations About Reproductive Health:

Prevention – A Collaborative Process between Departments

Forming New Partnerships Between PP and SA Services

of Health, Local Contractors, and Research Institutions

The Power of Anonymity: Controlling Our Narratives in
Response to Erasure

Teaching Good Sex: A Method for Violence Prevention
Community-Based Prevention from a Cultural Perspective
Preventionist’s Oh Snap Kit: Strategies to Have Transparent

Super Women & Black Girl Magic: How Our Strength Can

and Compassionate Conversations when Working with

Hijack Our Healing

Young People
Desde el trabajo de alcance al trabajo de
Community Based Prevention from a Cultural Perspective

inclusión y empoderamiento

ThisGen: Youth Summit – Organizing to End Sexual Violence
They SLAY! A Sexual Assault Prevention Program for Girls’

Keeping It Real: Methods to Level Up Youth-Led

Sports Teams

Programming

A Recipe for Implementing Community-Engaged Prevention

Black Girls’ Bodies, Sexual Trauma, and the Prison Pipeline

Programming in Rural, Conservative Environments

We Cannot Walk Alone: Building Alliances with the Broader
Anti-Oppression Struggle

Youth Participatory Action Research (YPAR) with Chicana/
Latina Girls

Victim Blaming + Black Women: How a Legacy of Dual
Oppression Shapes our Experience as Survivors

Engaging Trans Women in Sexual Violence Prevention Work
Anti-Transgender Bathroom Bills: When Legislation
Organizing and End to Violence: A Systems Approach to

Provokes Fear Not Safety

Prevention
Culturally-Specific Program on Campus: Working with Asian
Unpacking the Prevention Toolbox

& Pacific Islanders on Campus
Repensando la Prevención de Violencia Sexual en las

Other Prevention Workshops at NSAC
In addition to the 20 prevention-focused workshops that are
a part of the CDC-sponsored prevention track at NSAC 2017,
there are countless other workshops that incorporate courageous
conversations and that impart the skills for prevention workers to
take critical action to prevention sexual violence. Some workshops
focus on developing youth leadership. Others build critical
consciousness around the inequity and oppression that contribute
to many forms of violence, including sexual violence. Still other
workshops include examples of people’s efforts to actively resist
violence and to work for equity. Below you will find a list of
workshops (presented in Spanish and English) outside of the
CDC-sponsored prevention track that will be relevant for those
people engaging in sexual violence prevention efforts.

Universidades
Anti-Oppression + Sexual Violence Services in CulturallySpecific Programs
Bringing Intersectionality and Nuance when Serving Muslim
Survivors on Campus
Doing “The Work” As People of Color
Collaborations Among Cultures and Allyship To End Sexual
Violence
Together We Stand: Transgender Inclusion (Panel)
Envisioning a Culture of Respect: Engaging Youth as Change-Makers
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Seeking Safety: Homelessness and Sexual Violence
Sabiduría ancestral y la salud holistica: La intersección de la
asesora latino
Representing Oppression: Bringing Clearer Vision and
Understanding to Queer Communities and Communities of
Color
Actively Anti-Racist Sexual Assault Services
Making It Work: Lessons Learned from Effective Promotora
Partnerships in Texas and Colorado
Growing the Seeds: Engaging Youth Leaders
in the Movement
Community Colleges: Opportunities for Sexual and
Relationship Violence Prevention

Prevention Institute at TAASA’s State Conference

2017 RPE Leadership Training for Department of
Health and Coalition Representatives
In conjunction with NSAC 2017, the National Sexual Violence
Resource Center (NSVRC) will host the 2017 RPE Leadership
Training for Department of Health and Coalition Representatives
(RPE Leadership Training), June 5-6, 2017, the two days before
the start of NSAC. The RPE Leadership Training is designed to
provide those involved in sexual violence prevention efforts that
are in leadership positions at the national and state level with
training and networking opportunities and is open to state/
territory-level Rape Prevention Education (RPE) grantees and
state sexual assault coalitions by invitation only.
During the RPE Leadership Training, attendees will receive
updates from staff from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) regarding the state of prevention work and
the direction that CDC is taking with RPE funding. Attendees
will also participate in training on topics including providing
technical assistance to local agencies who are implementing
prevention programming, implementing social norms campaigns,
incorporating current events into prevention conversations
in communities, building youth leadership, and evaluating
community level prevention programming. The 200 attendees
will also have opportunities to connect with one another and share
resources across states.

On Tuesday, June 5, the day before NSAC 2017 starts, TAASA
will host our annual state conference for people working in the
movement to address and end sexual violence in Texas. The state
conference will bring together TAASA members, advocates,
counselors, law enforcement, prevention workers, and rape crisis There will also be several meetings before the RPE Leadership
and dual rape crisis and domestic violence agency leadership from Training starts. Training about RPE, the public health approach
Texas. As a part of TAASA’s State Conference, TAASA’s prevention to prevention, and state anti-sexual violence coalitions’ roles in
team will host its annual Sustaining Change Prevention Institute. state-level support for prevention will be provided to coalition
On Tuesday afternoon during the state conference, there will be staff new to the field. There will also be a grantee meeting between
four prevention-focused breakout sessions over two different RPE Directors and the CDC during which CDC will share and
time slots that will provide training targeted to prevention workers discuss information to support RPE program management and
at agencies receiving Rape Prevention Education (RPE) funding who administration.
are implementing sexual violence primary prevention programming
in communities across Texas. Training topics will include: handling TAASA looks forward to making the prevention of sexual
challenging statements from participants in prevention programs, violence in Texas, and across the country, a central focus of our
implementing developmentally appropriate prevention education state conference and of the National Sexual Assault Conference.
programming (focus on working with middle school youth) and We are excited to bring together such innovative and passionate
implementing arts-based work with youth.
speakers and attendees who are ready to move beyond courageous
conversations to take actions critical to ending sexual violence.

TIM LOVE IS THE PREVENTION PROGRAM DIRECTOR AT TAASA
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Una Gran Oportunidad

Para Todos Los Que

Estamos en la Lucha
Contra la Agresión Sexual

Por primera vez la Asociación de Texas Contra el
Asalto Sexual orgullosamente será anfitriona
de la Conferencia Nacional Contra la
ZOILA
RIZZO
Agresión Sexual del 5 – 9 de junio del 2017
en Dallas, TX. La Coalición de Pensilvania
Contra la Violación inicio la conferencia
bianual contra el asalto sexual en el año 2003.
Por la reacción nacional a dicha conferencia, les quedo claro que el
nombre no reflejo a su audiencia. Así que en el año 2010 la cambio
no solamente a ser una conferencia anual sino a una colaboración
con CALCASA como anfitriona, en Los Ángeles, CA. Cada año
después del 2010, CALCASA y PCAR (por sus siglas en inglés)
han alternado la responsabilidad de ser anfitrionas. La Asociación
de Texas Contra el Asalto Sexual fue invitada a participar en
la rotación y será la anfitriona de la Conferencia Nacional por
primera vez trabajando muy de cerca con CALCASA y PCAR.
El tema de nuestra conferencia es “De Conversaciones Valientes
ha Acción Crítica.” Como su tema lo indica, esta será una
conferencia con metas sumamente importantes. Ofrecerá talleres
completamente en español para aquellos interesados en reforzar y
enriquecer los servicios disponibles a sus comunidades hispanas,
así como también una gran variedad de talleres en inglés que
están dirigidos no solamente al servicio y atención de nuestros
sobrevivientes sino hacia nosotros, los proveedores de dichos
servicios. El propósito es de darnos la oportunidad de avanzar en
nuestro conocimiento, compartir nuestra experiencia, reunirnos
con antiguos aliados y construir nuevas alianzas. Participarán en
esta conferencia tanto profesionales en el campo médico, legal,
salud pública, programas de defensa/apoyo, varios ramos militares,

agencias de la ley, y muchos más. Aquí les compartimos algunos de
los talleres en español que serán parte de esta conferencia: Desde
el Trabajo de Alcance al Trabajo de Inclusión y Empoderamiento
un taller facilitado por Laura Zarate, Directora y fundadora
de Arte Sana, Cultivando Una Familia Sana, Segura y Feliz:
Preventing Child Sexual Abuse in Farm Worker Communities,
este taller es facilitado por Kimber Nicoletti-Martinez; Sirviendo
a Sobrevivientes de la Comunidad LGFTQI, taller facilitado por
Diego Barrera, y más.
Nuestra historia es conocida ya por una gran mayoría, somos una
entidad sin fines de lucro, con la meta de erradicar la violencia
sexual en Texas. Todos y cada uno de los que formamos el personal
de TAASA estamos ansiosos de brindar nuestro apoyo, amistad y
conocimiento para el beneficio de no solamente nuestros centros
afiliados, afiliados individuales, sino también a todos y cada uno
de los servicios, que están iniciándose en este campo, personas
tanto sobrevivientes como defensores, que aun necesitan de
enlaces, talleres, reconocimiento, apoyo, visibilidad y más mucho
más. Para finalizar permítanme compartir también que como
toda conferencia que trata con temas tan delicados como lo son
la violencia, la violencia sexual, servicios, apoyo y el cuidado tanto
personal como de nuestras agencias, incluiremos momentos
de diversión, música, juegos, etc., así que apúntate, inscríbete, o
regístrate, pero no te pierdas de aprender, participar y compartir.
Para más información acerca del hotel, reservaciones, transporte,
la ciudad de Dallas, etc. por favor ve a nuestra página web, www.
taasaconference.org, una vez en la página, esta te dará a elegir
diferentes opciones dependiendo de lo que más sea de tu interés.
Esperamos verlos a todos. Hasta pronto.

ZOILA RIZZO IS A CONSULTANT-TRANSLATOR/INTERPRETER AT TAASA
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WELCOME
to Texas

When the conference theme is “From Courageous
schools, so our conference venue will NOT be negatively
Conversations to Critical Action” there is some
affected. However, I also realize the chilling effect this
anticipation that there might be a controversy or
proposed bill has on so many. One building is one too
ANNETTE
BURRHUS-CLAY
two as a result. What is less expected is that the very
many.
location of the conference might be problematic.
And perhaps for some conference attendees, the mere
I have had the luxury of not having to think about
act of traveling to Texas is causing concern.
access to public facilities on a regular basis because of my
own privilege. But, this proposed draconian law has changed
During the current statewide legislative session, Senate Bill 6 was that, and I’m only sorry that it took something this crazy and infiled. SB6, also known as “the bathroom bill”, has attempted to your-face for me to see what others have lived with for a lifetime. I
market itself as a women’s privacy and safety bill by generating fear cannot ‘unsee’ what my elected leaders have so clearly put in front
with the public that transgender women are merely men dressing of me. Will my “critical action” involve political activism or civil
as women as a ruse to have access to vulnerable women and girls disobedience? Time will tell. But, I am certain many of us will
in public restrooms. There are a variety of constituencies fighting work to make this conference a safe and welcoming space for all
this bill for reasons that vary from economic impact to civil rights. who chose to attend.
In addition to the MANY righteous reasons to oppose this bill, I
have also been personally incensed that sexual violence has been
co-opted as the rationale for this legislation.
To intentionally and disingenuously use the fear of rape, when there
is no real threat, is unconscionable. I resent that so much effort is
being expended to pass this bill, rather than on actions that could
actually support survivors and make our state safer. This is worse
than ineffective window-dressing because it’s also discriminatory
and puts transgender individuals in more dangerous situations.
I am thankful that the management of the Hilton Anatole and
the Dallas Mayor are vocal in their opposition to this legislation.
I am grateful that SB6 includes only government buildings and

SOAPBOX is an outlet for TAASA members to express their opinions on
current events, social justice issues, and the national and local political
climate. The views expressed in SOAPBOX do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of TAASA, our board, members or affiliated agencies.

ANNETTE BURRHUS-CLAY IS THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AT TAASA
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Hilton Anatole Hotel & Surrounding Areas
We often boast in Texas that everything is a
little bigger, and the location for this year’s
National Sexual Assault Conference is no
CHRISTINA
exception! The Hilton Anatole is located
COULTAS
just north of downtown Dallas on 45 lush
acres in the vibrant Dallas Design District.
The hotel features beautiful indoor and
outdoor facilities, in addition to all of the
amenities that will make your stay enjoyable. You will have access
to complimentary WiFi in your guestroom and in public lobby
spaces, great eats available at four restaurants in the hotel, free
fitness facilities to support your self-care regime, and a business
center offering printing, faxing, and shipping services for all of
your work needs.
Equal parts hotel and museum, the Hilton Anatole houses
an extensive collection of art and antiques - the largest ever
assembled in an American hotel. Over 1,000 art objects grace the
indoor and outdoor spaces of the hotel. Plug into AnatoleArt.com
on your cellphone or tablet to enjoy a variety of art exploration
activities and self-guided tours. The Anatole’s collection includes
a wide variety of priceless pieces including two 12-foot panels of
the Berlin Wall.
In keeping with that ‘Big Texas’ theme, the Hilton Anatole is
also home to JadeWaters, a world-class water facility. Drawing
inspiration from the modern Asian influences featured
throughout the hotel, the roughly 3-acre resort includes multiple
heated swimming pools, a beach-entry family pool, a splash zone
with two 180-foot slides, a lazy river, luxury cabanas, recreation
areas, poolside bars and eating options, and gorgeous walking
paths and green spaces. JadeWaters offers lots of space to relax
and enjoy the outdoors or simply play to your heart’s content!
During the resort season, there are daily games in the park and
family movies on Friday and Saturday nights.
In a city that occupies over 340 square miles, you are sure to
find that Dallas is full of fascinating neighborhoods and places
to be explored. The Hilton Anatole is located in the eclectic
yet upscale Dallas Design District. The Design District is a key

piece of Dallas’ cultural fabric comprised of its namesake interior
design showrooms, art galleries, antique stores, and fine dining
establishments. The District is also known for its breweries –
Peticolas Brewing Company and Community Beer are just a few
that offer tasting tours in the hotel area. If beer is not quite your
taste, you might consider checking out the Cidercade, a classic
arcade in the District with over 80 arcade games and a dozen
house ciders on draft.
A quick panoramic view of Dallas from the 27th floor of the
Hilton Anatole tower clearly shows the mighty expanse of Dallas
and all there is explore beyond the Design District. Live music is
minutes away in the West End or Deep Ellum. You can explore
the Dallas Arts District, the largest contiguous urban arts district
in the nation, which boasts 68 acres and 19 contiguous blocks of
museums, performance halls, and a thriving urban park nestled
amongst the skyscrapers. Just a few minutes east of the hotel
you can explore the bars and restaurants of the Cedar Springs
and Uptown area. Not to mention Downtown Dallas’ thriving
business center with historical sites like the 6th Floor Museum,
Dealey Plaza, and Pioneer Plaza. To the West of the hotel, you can
venture over the beautiful Margaret Hunt Hill Bridge designed
by internationally renowned architect and engineer Santiago
Calatrava to explore the Trinity Groves area that boasts an
exciting restaurant incubator community with plenty of outdoor
patio space to enjoy the weather.
You can make your time in Dallas even better by taking advantage
of free transportation options throughout the city. Jump on the
M-Line Trolley in Downtown and head out to explore Uptown
and the Arts District; or find your seat aboard the D-Link,
DART’s free shuttle service, to begin discovering Downtown
Dallas and Oak Cliff in no time. The hotel also offers the EFrogs
Shuttle with stops at various locations throughout the Dallas area.
To check out all that Dallas has to offer and plan your visit please
visit http://www.visitdallas.com/microsites/TAASA

CHRISTINA COULTAS IS THE NON-PROFIT LEADERSHIP SPECIALIST AT TAASA
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The 2017 University Police Sexual Assault Training
Joins the National Sexual Assault Conference
Two-thousand seventeen marks the 5th
anniversary of the annual University Police
Sexual Assault Training Conference
RICK
(UPSAT). Since its inception in 2013, this
GIPPRICH, JR
conference has brought together campus
law enforcement officers, chiefs of police,
and campus security directors from across
the state of Texas to network with each other,
and learn from experts in the field of sexual assault response,
investigation, and prevention.
Recognizing the need to reach out to, engage, and network with
campus law enforcement, TAASA sought funding to be able to
provide this free training. In the past, we have partnered with the
Institute on Domestic and Violence and Sexual Assault at the
University of Texas – Austin, and with the Texas School Safety
Center at Texas State University – San Marcos. This year, we are
proud to host the National Sexual Assault Conference in Dallas
and include the University Police Sexual Assault Conference
as a designated track within the larger conference workshops
and agenda. UPSAT participants will not only have specific
workshops handpicked and tailored to them to help build and
increase capacity to serve survivors, they will also be able to
attend other available workshops offered as part of the national
conference. Participants will be able to network and learn from
their peers here in Texas, as well as advocates, preventioneers, law

enforcement, and higher education staff from across the country.
To coincide with the national conference theme, “From
Courageous Conversations to Critical Action,” the UPSAT
sponsored track will feature speakers from Texas and around
the country facilitating dialogue on sexual assault issues related
to prevention, investigation & report writing, and creating
violence-free and safe campuses. Together, these presenters will
provide practical, hands-on lessons, and experience that they can
take back to their campuses and easily integrate them into their
current investigative and response efforts.
Our goal every year with the University Police Sexual Assault
Training Conference is to ensure that our participants leave
the conference a better officer than they were before. We are
excited to have this year’s participating officers join us in having
courageous conversations, as well as taking part in a national call
to action. Those attending the conference this year are in for a
really great experience. And we can only hope that the knowledge
gained from attending workshops and networks with other folks
in the movement will help show how Texas can truly lead the way
towards campuses free from sexual violence.
We look forward to seeing everyone there!

RICK GIPPRICH, JR IS THE REGIONAL OUTREACH AND SUPPORT PROGRAM DIRECTOR AT TAASA
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TAASA’S 2017 State Conference
TAASA’s 2017 State Conference will be held on June 6, 2017
(prior to the National Sexual Assault Conference which runs
from June 7-9, 2017) at the Hilton Anatole in Dallas, Texas. This
year’s conference is different from previous years, but we still aim
to bring together sexual assault advocates, community partners,
and allies from around the state. Join us for an intensive day of
learning to enhance survivor-centered services and techniques
from experts in the field. You can also look forward to a space for
networking and rejuvenation as we recommit ourselves to ending
sexual violence in Texas. Please go to www.taasaconference.org
for further updates and feel free to contact Cecilia Perkins, Events
Manager, at cperkins@taasa.org or 512-474 -7190 ext. 24 if you
have any questions or need any additional information.

During the state conference, TAASA will hold our annual
Membership Meeting from 10:30 am - 12:00 pm in the Monet
Ballroom at the Hilton Anatole Dallas. This is a great opportunity
for you to network with colleagues and fellow TAASA members
from across the state. You can look forward to an update on our
policy agenda along with an opportunity to learn more about
and vote on resolutions put forth by TAASA members. You are
required to have an active membership 30 days prior to voting
on items at TAASA’s membership meeting. To be eligible to vote
at the 2017 membership meeting, your membership must be
current as of May 5, 2017. Go to www.taasa.memberlodge.org to
determine the status of your membership. If you have questions
or need assistance, please contact Courtney Clark, Membership
Liaison at membership@taasa.org or 512-474-7190 ext. 37.

Amazing Women to Headline the
National Sexual Assault Conference
We could not be more excited about the the lineup up of keynote
speakers to be featured at the 2017 National Sexual Assault
Conference. We have an array of presenters that are sure to leave
participants engaged, encouraged, and reinvigorated to continue
the fight to end sexual violence. This year’s keynote speakers
include Dr. Juliet Hooker, Amita Swadhin, and Wendy Davis.
The diversity of thought, insight, and depth of experience these
speakers possess will surely leave participants eager to turn what
they have learned into action.

intersectional approach to supporting women of color who are
survivors of sexual assault might look if one goes beyond white
empathy to real solidarity.

Amita Swadhin is the founder of Mirror Memoirs - an oral history
project centering the narratives, healing, and leadership of
LGBTQ survivors of color in the movement to end child sexual
abuse. The project uses storytelling to highlight the needs and
wisdom of survivors. Amita is an educator, storyteller, activist and
consultant dedicated to fighting interpersonal and institutional
Dr. Hooker is Associate Professor of Government and of violence against young people. Amina will outline a vision of
African and African Diaspora Studies at the University of
movement building that is intersectional, intergenerational,
Texas at Austin. In addition to being a political theorist
and aligned with a commitment to end not only sexual
specializing in comparative political theory and
violence but also all forms of institutional and
critical race theory, she also focuses her studies on
interpersonal oppression.
SHELLI
black political thought, Latin American political
COLLINS
thought, multiculturalism, and political solidarity.
Former Texas Senator Wendy Davis is courageous,
Widely published, she is also the author of Race
inspiring and an amazing representative of strength
and Politics of Solidarity and Theorizing Race in the
and fortitude. After serving on the Fort Worth City
Americas. Dr. Hooker will discuss the murder of Emmett
Council for nine years, Davis unseated a longtime incumbent
Till, a 14-year-old boy who was lynched for making advances at to win election to the Texas Senate in 2008. In 2013, Senator
Carolyn Bryant, a white woman who recently recanted her story. Davis fought for women’s health by standing with thousands of
Hooker will use the story of Till and Bryant to illustrate how an pro-choice Texans and successfully completed an epic 11-hour
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filibuster preventing an anti-abortion bill from becoming law.
Wendy’s fight for women and girls did not stop there. Wendy
is the founder of Deeds Not Words, a group that empowers
people to take action to change issues surrounding gender
equality, as opposed to simply talking about change. Part of
the organization’s mission is to help young women to find the
power of their voice. They focus specifically on sexual assault and
campus sexual assault. Deeds Not Words also addresses young

girl’s vulnerability to sex trafficking. Wendy has fought to support
Planned Parenthood and continues to actively fight for the rights
of Texas women and girls.
The National Sexual Assault Conference will be packed with
phenomenal speakers who are actively and courageously fighting
for the rights of survivors. You will surely leave this conference
inspired for change and action.

From Courageous
Conversation to Critical Action
As we at TAASA gear up to host the National Sexual Assault survivors navigate their non-linear journey of healing? Are we
Conference this summer, we have the opportunity to reflect on truly victim/survivor-centered, or do we let our own concept of
the conference theme. Not “Everything is Bigger in Texas,” I justice get in the way? Is our concept of equity truly intersectional?
think we all get that, but the actual theme “From Courageous Do historically marginalized communities have the same access
Conversation to Critical Action.” But what exactly does that to services at your agency? Do we make assumptions about the
mean? I think it is setting us up for a challenge. A challenge to people we serve because of how they look, who they love, the
those of us who take our work in the field seriously, to re-evaluate language that they speak, or the religion they practice? Are
things. A challenge to take a long hard look at the way we do things, we guilty of making assumptions about gender identity and
the way we operate and navigate on uncertain terrain. I think this relationship dynamics? Do we use gendered or gender neutral
challenge extends into our personal, as well as, professional lives. language when asking about partners? Do we make assumptions
Courageous conversations can begin with negotiating needs and about who the perpetrator of violence is based on our own
wants. Communicating what you believe to be core values in a personal or professional histories?
relationship and expecting the other person act accordingly.
But what happens when there is a disconnect? When
What about your organizational structure and culture?
our words don’t match our actions? How do we have
Do people of color, and other historically marginalized
LARAMIE
the guts and the confidence to communicate that our
people have the same opportunity for advancement
GORBETT, M.A.
needs are not being met and that we have been hurt
in your organization? Who is encouraged to seek
in the process? We had the courageous conversation,
leadership roles? Do we employ a real survivor
and now we expect action. We expect to have our
leadership model, or are we guilty of looking for that
concerns validated and the harmful behavior modified. If
“token” survivor for promotions and fundraising? These
that critical action is not taken, we are tasked with determining
are just some of the courageous conversations that we in the
if it is healthy to maintain this relationship in its current state. anti-violence field need to be having if we are going to move
These dilemmas exist in every kind of relationship from familial, beyond trauma informed to trauma responsive. These courageous
to romantic, to the professional.
conversations are just one step on the path to critical action. In
order to engender change, you have to create an environment
What kind of courageous conversations are happening at your where people feel free to openly share their concerns without
agency? Are you up to the challenge of really talking about the fear of reprisal. This should be a goal for all of us. So that is
underlying issues of gender-based violence? Are you having the my challenge to you. Come to NSAC. Learn. Share. Galvanize.
sometimes uncomfortable conversations about privilege and Embody the spirit of healing, growth, and empowerment. Get
oppression? Are you discussing how institutional oppression can vulnerable and prepare to make real, systematic change because
be manifested in the very organizations that are created to help that is what is necessary to continue the work that we do.
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